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FALL MAINTENANCE TIPS
Outside Faucets - Make sure outside faucets aren’t
dripping or leaking. Make the necessary repairs or call a
plumber before freezing temperatures arrive. Even a tiny crack
can unleash more than 250 gallons of water in a single day.


Hours:
Mon—Thurs:

Remove Window Air Conditioners - If they must stay in
place, be sure to seal them with caulking or tape and cover
them with an airtight, insulated jacket.


7am-5pm
Friday:

Sump Pump - Inspect and clean sump pump and pit.
Pumps exposed to extreme cold can freeze, preventing the pump from operating


7am-4pm

Closed:



Disconnect Outside Water Hoses - If left connected, water in the hoses can freeze
and expand causing faucets and connecting pipes inside your home to freeze and
break.



Clean out dust from vents - Make sure your heating
vents aren’t blocked by furniture or drapes and the
dampers are open. Vacuum out dust and pet hair from
warm air registers and cold air returns so your furnace
runs more efficiently.

Nov 27th & 28th

Happy
Thanksgiving!

Contact Northern Plains Plumbing, Heating & Air for more
helpful tips or questions, at (701) 222-2155
ADAM’S HVAC SERVICE
TIP OF THE MONTH
Heating and cooling costs account
for nearly half the home’s energy
bill. If your central air conditioning
or furnace unit is more than 10
years old, replacing it with an
ENERGY STAR® certified, high
efficiency Bryant model could cut
your cooling costs by 30%.

FROM OUR CUSTOMERS:
“Thank you so much for the prompt service. Your
service has made a Northern Plains customer of
us for a long time” - Brenda & Robert S.
“Thank you Northern Plains & Tom for the
excellent service.” - Bob D.
“Thanks! Russ is always so professional & easy
to work with!” - Evy C.
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BOOST YOUR BRAIN POWER WHILE YOU SHOWER
Have you ever wondered why you get your best ideas in the shower? Studies have
shown that taking a shower can increase your problem-solving power. A study reported
in Ladies Journal stated that warm water, running over your body, can stimulate the
outer layer of your skin releasing molecules to nerve endings that trigger brain activity.
Sounds like a perfect reason to take a extra long shower!
Let us show you how to make your “mind stimulating” experience as brilliant as your
ideas. Whether it’s completely replacing your shower or simply switching to a “Rain”
showerhead faucet to give you a softer and more relaxing experience. Lori & Julie with
Bath and Kitchen Consulting & Design Inc. will find exactly what will fit your style and
budget. Call (701)222-2155 for your free estimate and let the brain storming begin!

Scan this code or check
out our social media pages
for more information.

FEATURED PRODUCTS: HAND SHOWERS
An easy and practical addition to any shower can be a hand held
shower head. Whether you replace your existing shower head with a
hand shower or add a separate hand shower while remodeling, there
is something for everyone. Some of the great benefits of hand showers
are using them to rinse shower walls when cleaning and having better
water control for shaving legs, washing pets or kids, etc. They can also
be installed on slide bars to increase the versatility. One of our favorite
hand showers is the Delta In2ition. This shower head fits on a regular
shower arm and can be added to any shower by replacing the existing
shower head. It has a 2-in-1 feature with the hand shower hooked into
the middle of the horseshoe like head. This can be used with just the
hand shower on, just the horseshoe part on or both on at once.

HVAC Specials!
Honeywell WIFI Stat
$349.00 with Fall Check & Service
($399.00 regular price)
Great for tech-minded homeowners to control from
your smart phone or for the Snow Birds that want to
check their system from another location.

Air Knight
$799.00 with Fall Check & Service
($850.00 regular price)
A proactive device for great indoor air quality.
Contact Adam with Heating & Air at 222-2155 for
more info.

COREY W.
(HEATING & AIR)
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